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PRELIMINARY GEOLOGIC MAPPING OF THE MTM -55036 AND -55043 
QUADRANGLES, SOUTHERN ARGYRE PLANITIA, MARS. T. J. Parker and D. S. 
Gorsline, University of Southern California, Dept. of Geological Sciences, Los Angeles, CA 
90089-0740. 

Preliminary Map Unit Designations: 
The following unit descriptions illustrate the degree of mapping that has been completed to 

date on the MTM -55036 and MTM -55043 quadrangles and portions of the neighboring MTM 
-50036 and -50043 quadrangles. All unit designations are based on map work on overlays of 
individual high resolution stereo pairs which were then transfered to the transverse mercator base 
maps. Whenever possible, adherence to existing geologic map units on the 1:15,000,000 scale 
geologic maps of the western hemisphere and south polar reigion of Mars (1,2) was a priority. 

Two types of crater counts were made and used to compare the degrees and styles of crater 
degradation from one unit to another: (I) Total cumulative populations - all craters visible, 
including ghosts; and (II) "fresh craters" (designated C3 and C4). Crater counts of the most 
areally extensive units are probably reliable, though additional areas will be counted for all units, 
Some units are too small in area or too steep topographically to give reliable counts, but exhibit 
clear stratigraphic relationships with counted units. Two major units (Hape and Hapee) have not 
been counted to date, so their placement in the Hesperian system is subjective. 

Relief-forming materials: 
Nplhl - Hilly to mountainous material. Southern Argyre Basin rim massifs (Charitum Montes) 

in quads MTM -55036, -55043. Several interior massifs within Argyre (for example, 
Oceanidurn Mons) may be part of a discontinuous inner basin ring. 

Nplh2 - Hilly material. West of Galle Crater in quad MTM -50036. Longitudinal pits with 
raised rims radial to Galle. Unit probably represents Galle ejecta not buried by later plains 
units because of local topographic relief. 

As1 - Slide material. Prominent debris aprons surrounding massifs in Charitum Montes in 
quads MTM -55036 and -55043. Radial striae and apparent parabolic toe profiles suggest 
rock-glacier or other similar periglacial origin. Crater size-frequency plots suggest an early 
Amazonian age. 

As2 - Gently-sloping slide material. Single local unit in quad MTM -55043. Possibly more 
fluid material flow than unit Asl. 

Plains-forming: materials -Ar~vre Planitia Assernblw 
Naph - Hummocky plains material. Plains along southeast basin margin within inner Charitum 

Montes massifs in quad MTM -55036. Elevated slightly above and sloping into and beneath 
basin interior plains. Possible initial basin filling plains unit etched locally by fluvial 
processes (degraded flood lavas?). Crater size-frequency plots suggest a middle Noachian 
age. 

NIHapll - Layered plains material 1. Relatively flat to slightly undulating plains containing 
prominent sinuous ridges in quads MTM -50036, -55036, -55043. Probably equivalent to 
similar unit embaying Nereidum Montes on basin's north and west sides. Possible fluvial or 
lacustrine sedimentary unit derived from large valley networks radial to basin. Crater size- 
frequency plots suggest a late Noachian to early Hesperian age. 

HJAaple - Etched Layered plains material. Areally extensive unit throughout much of Argyre 
interior. Appears to have developed by etching of N/Hapll unit and, to a lesser extent, 
etching of Hap12 unit (below). Margins of pits are sharply-defined, very irregular, and often 
exhibit prominent layering within their walls. Abundant wind streaks, dunes, and possible 
yardangs in northern half of basin suggest eolian deflation of friable materials. Some modem 
planet-encircling dust storms appear to originate within Argyre. Crater ages and shape of 
cumulative curve suggest initiation of deflation during middle Hesperian time, with continued 
but reduced activity well into the Amazonian. 
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Hap12 - Layered plains material 2. Areally restricted unit in quads MTM -50043 and -55043. 
Occurs as patches of relatively very smooth, planar surfaces stratigraphically overlying 
etched layered plains material. Exhibits several large, rimless pits with good evidence of 
layering and appears deflated at margins. Possible lacustrine sediments associated with Nia 
Valles (provisional name for channel at -54" lat, 35" lon.) influx into topographically lowest 
part of basin. Crater size-frequency plots suggest an early Hesperian age for this unit, but 
the errors are large due to its limited area. 

Hape(?) - Elevated plains material. Slightly elevated plains unit (relative to neighboring layered 
plains and etched layered plains) in quad MTM -50036. Largely featureless, but with some 
evidence of linear to arcuate dark striae. Occasionally exhibits pitting (eolian deflation?). 
Unclear whether unit overlies or pre-dates and is onlapped by layered plains material (no 
crater counts have been made of this unit to date). Unit may represent eolian material blown 
out of deflation hollows elsewhere in Argyre (if it is demonstrably younger). Alternatively, 
unit has been interpreted as a lava flow, in which case its age relative to surrounding units 
might be less important. Craters within this unit have not been counted to date. 

Hapee(?) - Etched elevated plains material. Local, very pitted occurrence of elevated plains 
material in quad MTM -50036. Appears to be same geologic unit as elevated plains material, 
but with a much more pitted surface. If pitting is due to eolian deflation, unit probably 
consists of friable material. Craters within this unit have not been counted to date. 

Ridge Morphology: 
For preliminary mapping purposes, we have classified the sinuous ridges by their degree of 

preservation. Well defined ridges exhibit sharp outlines and crests. Moderately defined ridges 
are rounded or exhibit indistinct crests and have been partly etched. These may also occur as 
topographically inverted troughs (etched) grading into positive relief ridges. Where they are 
etched, they display layering similar to or continuous with that of the surrounding plains. Poorly 
defined ridges exhibit very indistinct outlines and typically low profiles and indistinct crests and 
may occur as topographically inverted troughs within etched layered terrain. 

The purpose of this mapping effort is to characterize the timing and depositional 
environment(s) represented by the Argyre valley networks and outflow channels, the process or 
processes responsible for the evolution of the layered plains and sinuous ridges on the basin 
floor, and infer what these processes might tell us about the martian paleoclimate. We are 
studying the valley systems and ridges in southern Argyre to characterize their morphology and 
their associations with and temporal relations to other features and terrain types within the basin. 

We are considering a range of hypotheses for the development of the ridges and layered 
plains. Three interpretations which seem to make the most sense are glaciaVperiglacia1 (3,4,5), 
fluviaVlacustrine (6), and eolian (7,8) processes. Of these three, the first two seem to fit the 
Argyre ridges best, as many appear to originate near and radiate from the mouth of Surius Vallis 
(provisional name for large valley network entering Argyre at -57' lat. 46" lon.). 
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